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ABSTRACT 

Researcher : RatuNurFaradhibah 

Reg. Number : 20400113108 

Title         :“Analyzing Students‟ Difficulties in Maintaining their Coherence 

and Cohesion in Writing Process” 

 

This research concerned on writing skill, especially about coherence and 

cohesion as the important elements in writing. The aims of this research were: (1) to 

find out the students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in 

writing process, (2) and to find out some effective ways that may help students to 

maintain their coherence and cohesion in writing process. The researcher decided to 

formulate two problem statements in this research, they were: (1) What were the 

students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process, 

(2) and what were the effective ways to maintain students‟ coherence and cohesion in 

writing process 

This research employed descriptive qualitative study. It was conducted in 

English Education Department of Tarbiyah and Teaching Science Faculty of UIN 

Alauddin Makassar. The subject of this research was the students of the Department 

of Tarbiyah of English group 1-2 in academic year 2016/2017. The total numbers of 

students were 36 students. The instruments were used to collect the data namely 

written test and interview. 

The findings of this research showed that there were some difficulties faced 

by the students in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process, 

specifically in determining and stating their ideas, fulfilling the supporting details, 

using the proper signals and spelling as well as punctuation. Based on the difficulties 

above, the researcher found some effective ways to maintain coherence and cohesion 

in writing process. Those are, using three stages in writing called prewriting, 

outlining and writing and revising drafts. Besides the three stages previously, 

coherence can also be maintained by organizing our ideas in a clear, logical order 

while cohesion can be maintained by providing transitions between sentences, use 

pronoun reference effectively, repetition of key words and ideas, and also parallel 

structure. 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION  

This chapter covers some important points; they are background, problem 

statement, research objective, research significance, research scope and operational 

definition of terms.  

A. Background  

In this era, we need some skills for struggling and competing with others. 

English is one of them. English is used for a lot of things, but the important thing is 

for communicating each other. In Indonesia, English is assumed as a foreign 

language, especially in Indonesian schools. Therefore, learning English for students is 

a must.  

In learning English, there are two macro skills; they are receptive and 

productive skill. Receptive skills include listening and reading while productive skills 

include speaking and writing. One of the productive skills that should be mastered in 

learning English is writing. It is because writing can improve communication skills. 

Through writing practice, students can reveal and relate their own thoughts and 

feelings. Besides that, writing can help students to encourage their creativity and 

exploration. Daily writing doing by students help them to use their imaginations 

about what they will write about. They can write without a limitation and use their 

creativity by exploring their vocabularies, concepts, and writing styles.  

Writing is one of the most difficult aspects of language skills. The ability to 

write involves specific skills, such as; the use of punctuation, structure of sentence, 
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vocabulary, and organization of paragraph. But the most important thing students 

should pay attention before those all is their clearly main idea to deserve a good 

paragraph. Agree that those specific skills have to be fulfilled in writing to prove that 

students can write in a good way. But what will happen if in their writing they cannot 

determine what main idea they try to convey in each paragraph they have? Can the 

reader clearly understand what they try to convey? The answer is obviously NO.  

Main idea in writing is a chains, it ties up all sentences and makes every 

sentences logic. Once you lost it, your paragraph will be just a messy and choppy. So, 

determining main idea before writing is an essential thing we have to do first because 

it will make all of the ideas in our paragraph arrange in a clear and logical way. It is 

called as coherence. Coherence is one of the requirements of a good paragraph 

besides unity, cohesion, and continuity.  

According to Odell and Hobbs (2001: 468), when a paragraph has coherence, 

the ideas are arranged in a logical progression, or an order that makes sense so that 

the reader moves easily from one idea to another. Wyrick (2011: 69) also emphasized 

that coherence is essential to a good paragraph.  

As one of important aspect to be concerned, we cannot deny that coherence 

becomes one of students‟ difficulties in writing. Often most of students are confused 

with their idea. They try to cover too many ideas instead of focusing on the single 

main idea and eventually, it just bounces readers around or befuddles them. In 

addition, students have no enough knowledge to distinguish which one is the main 

idea and which one is just supporting idea. Therefore, when they start writing they 
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cannot deliver a clearly thought in every paragraph. Consequently, this case makes 

the reader wonders why the sentences in each paragraph are not connected together 

and sequenced in rational order to support the main idea.  And automatically, if this 

happens, our writing is not coherent certainly.  

Besides coherence, there is also other thing we have to notice and it cannot be 

separated with coherence. It is called as cohesion. Both of them are the intangible 

glue that holds paragraphs together. Coherence makes every sentence flows smoothly 

and logically while cohesion makes every sentence sticks together by using cohesive 

devices. Cohesion is also one of requirements of a good paragraph.  

Kennedy (1998:187) stated that cohesion refers to the ways in which texts are 

„stuck together‟—the ways in which sentences are linked or connected by various 

linguistic and semantic ties. Furthermore, Clark (2006:289) distinguished between 

coherence and cohesion, when the big parts fit, we call that good feeling coherence; 

when sentences connect we call it cohesion. 

In writing, most of students ignore the using of a certain word or phrase that 

serve the purpose of connecting two sentences, usually by referring back to what they 

have previously written or said. This word and phrase is called as cohesive devices. 

The researcher underlines that to achieve good cohesion, students need to know how 

to use cohesive device so that their sentence in each paragraph can stick together and 

it easy to follow the flow of ideas, and eventually, good cohesion leads to good 

coherence. But occasionally reaching a good cohesion and coherence in writing is a 

difficult thing to maintain.   
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The difficulties in maintaining coherence and cohesion in writing should be 

found as Enkvist (1990:126) stated that writing must have surface cohesion as well as 

overall coherence. Therefore, reminded what Enkvist have said, the researcher 

decides to resolve this problem about coherence and cohesion in writing process. If 

they were not resolved, automatically there will be any problems appeared like 

students‟ writing lack of two important elements; coherence and cohesion. In other 

hand, their writing will lose its sense because the ideas do not clearly and flow 

smoothly.  

Since the above problems, the researcher is interested in conducting a research 

under the title: “Analyzing Students‟ Difficulties in Maintaining Their Coherence and 

Cohesion in Writing Process.” 

B. Problem Statement  

After considering some statements of the experts about common problems in 

writing activity, the researcher decides to study two main problems. They are the 

students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in their writing and 

their ways to maintain their coherence and cohesion in writing process. 

Consequently, the researcher formulates research question as follows:  

1. What were students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in 

writing process?  

2. What were the effective ways to maintain students‟ coherence and cohesion in 

writing process?  
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C. Research Objective 

Dealing with the problem statements above, the objectives of the research are:  

1. To find out the students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and 

cohesion in writing process.  

2. To find out some effective ways that may help students to maintain their 

coherence and cohesion in writing process.  

D. Research Significance 

This research is expected to have significant contribution in terms of 

theoretical and practical as follows:  

1. Theoretical Significance 

This research was conducted to analyze students‟ difficulties in maintaining 

their coherence and cohesion in writing process. Moreover, after finding out what are 

the difficulties in maintaining coherence and cohesion, the researcher could discover 

some measurable ways to maintain coherence and cohesion during writing process in 

order to help students create a good writing. 

2. Practical Significance  

a. For Students 

From this research, the researcher does expect that all of the students can write 

in a good way and fulfill the important elements in writing, especially for coherence 

and cohesion in their writing in order that the reader can easily understand what they 

try to convey about.  
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b. For Lecturers 

From this research, hopefully, this research will be meaningful for the 

lecturers to help their students in writing and to understand what difficulties that their 

students get during writing process.   

c. For Other Researchers 

From this research, the researcher expects other researchers can use this 

research as a comparative study.  

E. Research Scope 

The scope based on the research that the researcher observed the students‟ 

difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process. In this 

analysis, the researcher would like to focus only on two important elements; 

coherence and cohesion to know whether the students can maintain their coherence 

and cohesion or not in the writing process. Then, the researcher also analyzed the 

measurable ways to maintain coherence and cohesion during writing process.  

F. Operational Definition of Terms 

The definitions of this kind are related to the researcher‟s propositions based 

on some key concepts about the variables used in research and to avoid problem 

misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the research finding. The researcher would 

like to explain and define the key terms are used. Thus, the operational variables that 

need to be defined are: 
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1. Analyzing Students‟ Difficulties  

Analyzing according to Merriam Webster Dictionary (2015:30) is an 

examination of a complex, its elements, and their relations. Meanwhile, Oxford 

Dictionary of Philosophy (1996:17) stated that analyzing is a process of breaking a 

concept down into more simple parts, so that its logical structure is displayed.  

Therefore, the researcher can conclude that in this research, analyzing means 

to find what is the students‟ difficulties in maintaining coherence and cohesion during 

writing process. Students‟ difficulties in this research means as things that make 

students feel difficult to finish their writing or make a good writing.   

2. Coherence and Cohesion  

Coherence as Lee (2002:228) stated is the relationship of the ideas in a text 

that link together to create a meaningful discourse for the reader. Halliday and 

Hassan(1976:116) emphasized that coherence is recognized by the overt presentation 

of cohesive devices to connect sentences or paragraphs in the text.  

The researcher after reading some definitions of coherence based on the 

experts eventually concludes that Coherence is element in writing which creates a 

consistent relationship among parts. Coherence occurs if the sentences arrange 

logically and grammatically and also related to each other to support the main idea.  

Besides coherence, there is what we called as cohesion. Halliday and Hasan 

(1976:220) stated that cohesion is how words and expressions of a text are connected 

use of devices such as: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical 
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cohesion. Hence, the researcher makes a conclusion that cohesion is element that 

describes and shows the relationship among parts by using cohesive devices.  

3. Writing Process 

Write as Hornby (in Palmer 1999:58) stated is to make letters or other 

symbols on a surface, especially with a pen or a pencil on a paper.  But according to 

Brown (in Kennedy 1998:79) writing is a process of putting ideas down on a paper to 

transform thought into words, to sharpen your main ideas, to give them structure and 

coherent organization.  

From some definition of experts above, the researcher can conclude that 

writing process is a process to share our idea, feeling, or anything that exist in our 

mind. Through writing, our thinking and also our feeling is visible. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED  

 

This part consists of review of related literature and also theoretical 

framework. The review includes the related research findings about coherence and 

cohesion in writing, some ideas about coherence and cohesion in writing.  

A. Related Research Findings 

The shortcoming of Halliday and Hasan‟s (1976:220) interpretation of 

cohesion and coherence is that they examined the text after it had been composed, the 

finished product, but ignored the process of writing the text. However, a significant 

number of researchers have found their work valuable in advancing further research 

related to cohesion. The following is a review of research that has been based upon a 

study of cohesive ties in written compositions.  

Witte and Faigley (in Kigotho, 2002:145) studied ten out of ninety freshman 

essays that had previously been rated holistically by two readers on a four point scale. 

Five of the essays were selected from those given the lowest scores by both readers 

while five were selected from those given the highest scores. These ten essays were 

analyzed according to categories of error, syntactic features, as well as the types of 

cohesive ties. The researcher found that at the most general level of analysis, the 

high-rated essays had more cohesive ties than the low-rated ones. Witte and Faigley 

concluded that cohesion and coherence interact to a great degree, yet they noted that 

not all cohesive texts would be coherent. In addition, the use of connective links in 
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the text must conform to a reader‟s expectations for particular types of texts and to 

his/her world knowledge. Interestingly, Witte and Faigley found that the best overall 

writing ability is indicated by lexical collocation (the sub-category of cohesion) 

which ensures writing quality. Nevertheless, their study is instructive on two counts. 

First, it highlights the cohesive devices which may be considered instrumental in 

determining writing quality, namely lexical collocation. Second, the quality of 

writing depends on outside factors such as the reader‟s background information 

which is beyond cohesion analysis.  

Tierney and Mosenthal (1983:200) on the other hand, asked two classes of 

12
th

 grade students to write essays based upon two topics. The students viewed 

filmstrips that had a clear topic and structure. Each student wrote two essays. The 

researchers found no correlation between the number of cohesive ties and coherence 

rankings for the essays written. They concluded that even though a count of cohesive 

ties helps identify cohesion in a text, a count of cohesive ties alone does not 

necessarily explain what makes a text coherent.  

McCulley (1987: 157) investigated the relationships among features of textual 

coherence, as identified by Halliday and Hasan (1976:227). A random sample of 

persuasive papers written by 17 years-old during the 1978-1979 was analyzed. This 

study provides evidence strongly suggesting that textual cohesion is a sub-element of 

coherence in manuscripts of the same length. The cohesion indices of synonyms, 

hyponyms and collocation ties may be more important attributes of coherence than 

some researchers have recognized (Tierney and Mosenthal, 1983:169). Also, 
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McCulley‟s study (1987:159) suggested that coherence is a valid construct to judge 

writing quality.  

Also, Fitzgerald and Spiegel (in McCulley, 1987:176) examined the 

relationship between cohesion and coherence in 27 third grade and 22 sixth grade 

students‟ writing and investigated that degree to which this relationship would vary 

with quality of writing and grade level. Each student wrote two essays. Brief story 

stems were given, and the time frame was 30 minutes per essays for both planning 

and writing. Three students could not finish when the time had run out but were 

allowed to finish on another day.  

Fitzgerald and Spiegel used Halliday and Hasan‟s (1976:225) system for 

scoring cohesion. However, this study on cohesion and coherence differed from other 

studies in the way that the researchers interpreted the term “coherence” in two 

perspectives: one was called “coherence” itself and the other was called “quality.”  

Therefore, in their study, they used three criteria to rate students‟ essays: cohesion, 

coherence, and writing quality. For the coherence criterion, Fitzgerald and Spiegel 

used an holistic rating scale which is based on the interpretation of coherence by 

Vandijk and Hasan (in Palmer, 1999:100). The quality, on the other hand, was 

assessed by using another holistic rating scale consisting of a range from 1-6. The 

results showed that there was some evidence of a significant relationship between 

cohesion and coherence in students‟ writing.  

In addition, Palmer (1999: 124) conducted a study on cohesion and coherence 

by observing English essays which were produced by 89 second year students of the 
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Business Studies Diploma who had passed their English I examination. The subjects 

wrote about a similar topic which they had read. The students were given one hour to 

complete the tasks and were also asked to submit their essays together with the scrap 

paper they needed for writing their compositions.  

Palmer divided her subjects into two groups: group A and group B. Group A 

consisted of 42 students who had been told what textual coherence is and had done 

many exercises about the subject. Meanwhile, group B consisted of 47 students who 

had not received any explanation about this concept. In this study, Palmer focused on 

four different aspects of coherence: 1. Overall length of the text; 2.The use of 

paragraphs to organize information; 3. Lexical reiteration; and 4. The use of 

pronouns. The results showed that there were no differences in the overall length of 

most compositions written by the two groups. Group A, students who had received 

some ideas about coherence and group B, counterpart used paragraphing on a very 

similar level (in showing introduction/content/conclusion). However, group B, 

students resorted to the use of lexical reiteration in order to increase the coherence in 

their compositions while group A resorted to the use of pronouns so as to avoid 

repetition of the same words to make the text coherence. Therefore, the results of 

Palmer‟s study suggested that the teaching of cohesive links could enhance students‟ 

writing performance in learning a second language.  

Moreover, Lee (2002:211) investigated the teaching of coherence to a group 

of 16 ESL universities students in Hong Kong. This teaching inquiry was based upon 

six operational definitions of coherence which included cohesion, information 
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distribution and topical development, propositional development, modification, 

macrostructure, and meta discourse. The teaching was incorporated into the English 

Communication Skills Course. The instruction lasted for about 42 hours and the 

students were required to write four essays throughout the course. In order to 

investigate whether the teaching of coherence was effective in this classroom inquiry, 

Lee used three sources of data: 1) pre and post revision drafts; 2) think-aloud protocol 

during revision; and 3) the students‟ teaching evaluation questionnaires and 

interviews after the study. The results suggested that students improved the coherence 

of their writing and paid greater attention to the discourse level of their essays while 

revising the drafts. The students also thought that the teaching of coherence made 

them aware of what effective writing should be.  

Those above are researches about coherence and cohesion and mostly, the 

research on cohesion described above suggests that an analysis of cohesion alone is 

not sufficient in determining writing quality. The two other considerations are 

structure and coherence. Meanwhile, the research nowadays which is doing by the 

researcher is only about the students‟ difficulties in maintaining the two elements 

above; coherence and cohesion.  

B. Some Pertinent Ideas  

a. Cohesion  

Kelly and Lawton (1998:55) suggests that the text has a consistence and this is 

what distinguishes it from something that is not a text. In this regard, the texture is 

provided by the cohesive relation. They define cohesion as the relations of meaning 
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that exist within the text and that define it as a text. It is shown in the ties that exist 

between the preconditioned and the preconditioning item. So, cohesion is showed in 

the ties that exist within a text.  

According to Halliday and Hasan (1976:220), cohesion is how words and 

expressions of a text are connected use of devices such as: reference, substitution, 

ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion.  

The term of „reference‟ is basically used in semantics for relationship that 

exist between a word and what it points to the real word. For instance, the reference 

of „house‟ would be a particular house that is being identified on a particular 

occasion. However, in Halliday and Hasan‟s model of cohesion, reference is used in a 

similar approach but more restricted way. Instead of denoting a direct relationship 

between words and extra linguistic objects, reference is limited in their model to the 

relationship between two linguistic expressions which exist in a text. For example, 

“Miss Aliyah has resigned. She announced her decision this morning.” The pronoun 

“she” in this example points to Miss Aliyah within the textual word itself. Therefore, 

reference is a device which allows the reader or hearer to trace participants, entities, 

events, etc in a text.  

Substitution and ellipsis, unlike reference, are grammatical rather than 

semantic relationships. In substitution, an item is replaced by another item. The 

sentence, “Did you come yesterday? Yes, I did” is a good example of substitution. 

The word “did” is a substitute for “came yesterday”. Items commonly used in 
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substitution in English include “do”, “one”, and “the same” (Halliday and Hasan, 

1976: 221).  

Ellipsis, on the other hand, involves the omission of an item. In other words, 

in ellipsis, an item is replaced by nothing. This happens when leaving something 

unsaid which is nevertheless understood. A good example of an ellipsis is for 

example, “Ari ordered a cup of tea, and his mother a bowl of soup.” The word 

“ordered” in the second clause is elapsed.  

Khalil (1989) indicates that “the non-existence of substitution and ellipsis ties 

may indicates that the students do not seem to be aware of the use and functions of 

these two grammatical tying relationships which require an advanced knowledge of 

grammar.” 

Another type of cohesion is conjunction which involves the use of formal 

markers to combine clauses, sentences, and paragraphs. Unlike reference, 

substitution, and ellipsis, the use of conjunction does not guide the reader to supply 

missing information by looking it elsewhere in the text. Instead, conjunction signals 

the way writer wants the reader to relate what is about to be said to what has already 

been said. The combined markers of conjunction can be additive, comparative, 

adversative, causal, etc, as seen in the following:  

a. Additive: and, also, in addition, besides 

b. Comparative: likewise, similarly, compared with, in contrast 

c. Adversative: but, yet, on the other hand, instead 

d. Causal: so, consequently, because, for, etc.  
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In the following sentences, the underlined words are example of conjunction, 

“six years ago, Tsunami happened in Bali. As a result, many local and international 

tourists died and it destroyed a number of tourist attractions. However, after a few 

months the government worked hard to reconstruct the new buildings in those 

places.”  

The last type of cohesive devices identified by Halliday and Hasan (1976: 

223) is lexical cohesion which involves either the reiteration of an item, repetition of 

an item, or the use of synonym, near synonym, or super ordinate term.  

Collectively, these five types of cohesive devices are linguistic features, which 

„tie‟ sentences together. These devices help writer to create a meaningful semantic 

unit or text and prove essential for textual interpretation. Halliday and Hasan 

(1976:223) maintained that it is the property of these features that allow the readers to 

comprehend the overall meaning of a text and to understand the writer‟s intention. In 

fact, the concept of cohesion as elaborated by Halliday and Hasan is similar to that 

coherence since it emphasizes the semantic element of language. Both of them 

suggested that there is a strong relationship between cohesion and coherence such 

that the attainment of cohesion ensures writing quality. However, their explanation of 

this relationship does not clearly distinguish cohesion from coherence.  

Since then, there have been several studies showing that it is possible to 

produce texts that are cohesive in sentence structures but make little or no sense to the 

readers (Lautamatti and Johnson in Lee, 2002:230).  
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b. Coherence 

As elaborated above, cohesion and coherence are apparently related but by no 

means are the same thing. Todirascu (2013:79) stated that the more coherent a 

sequence of sentences, the better they are understood. It is thus, essential for students 

and teachers to have a clear understanding of the concept of coherence. This is 

because coherence is a component of the writing skill which is a crucial part of 

writing quality and a virtual guarantee of writing quality. In the other hand, McLinn 

(1988:157) stated that coherence refers to the functioning of the text as a unified 

whole and the relationship of ideas that function together for conveying the meaning.  

Anchale and Pongrat (2008:86) also stated some components of paragraph 

that could help for the correct arrangement of ideas in the paragraph:  

“Unity and coherence are also the main components of a paragraph, together 

with the main idea and the supporting details. Even when a paragraph is unified, and 

the topic sentence is well supported, the paragraph can still “sound” choppy unless 

the writer uses cohesive devices to make the paragraph smoother. Coherence means, 

“to stick together.” In writing, it means that one idea flows smoothly into the next.” 

To repeat the aforesaid, Halliday and Hasan (1976:116) made no distinction 

between the concept of cohesion and coherence. According to them, coherence is 

recognized by the overt presentation of cohesive devices to connect sentences or 

paragraphs in the text. In other words, if there is cohesion in a text, there is certainly 

coherence.  

In other side, the term coherence is defined in Lee (2002:228) as the 

relationship of the ideas in a text that link together to create a meaningful discourse 

for the reader. This will help the writer to move easily from one sentence to another 
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without feeling that there are gaps in the thoughts, puzzling gaps, or points missing. 

Therefore, the interconnection of ideas in the text, rather than individual sentences, is 

crucial in the production of a coherent text. The writer needs to be aware of 

transitions that bridge ideas presented and ideas to be presented next.  

A similar view is proposed by Bamberg (in Kigotho, 2002:182 ), who 

indicated that if the writer clearly states a thesis statement and topic sentences with a 

good organization which indicates divisions of the text, then the reader will be able to 

integrate all details in a text into coherent whole. If the reader fails to identify these 

linguistic cues (thesis statement and topic sentences) in the text, then he/she will not 

be able to make this integration. So, the interpretation of coherence is from two 

divergent sources—linguistic and non-linguistic. It is important to note that the 

writer, the text, and the readers all interact in the construction of coherence (Pilus in 

Lee, 2002:195).  

Thus, the term coherence of a text, either linguistically or non-linguistically is 

defined, containing the following five features as proposed by Lee (2002:203):  

1) The text has a macrostructure that provides a sense appropriate to its 

communicative purposes and functions. The macrostructure is an outline of 

the main categories of functions of the text. For example, when the writer‟s 

purpose is to tell a story, it is common to arrange the event in a chorological 

order.  
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2) The text has an information structure that guides the reader in understanding 

how information is organized and how the topic of the text is developed. This 

involves the providing of old information before new information.  

3) The text shows connectivity of the underlying content evidenced by relations 

between propositions. A text is coherent if the propositions are justified or 

exemplified with detail.  

4) The text has cohesive devices to establish a relationship between sentences 

and paragraphs. This feature is associated with the surface structure of 

coherence which links between sentences and points being made.  

5) The text contains appropriate met discourse features. Meta discourse markers 

in text help readers organize, interpret, and evaluate information. Some 

examples of these markers are sequences (first, second, finally), and certainly 

markers (certainly, no doubt) and so on.  

C. Theoretical Framework  

As previously researcher stated that analysis of cohesion alone is not 

sufficient in determining writing quality. The two other considerations are structure 

and coherence. Therefore, the researcher today simply drew her theoretical 

framework as follows:  

 

A.  

B.  

Some ways to 

help students in 

maintaining their 

coherence and 

cohesion in 

writing 

Students’ difficulties 

in maintaining their 

coherence and 

cohesion  

Coherence 

Cohesion  

WRITING 

PROCESS  
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In the first figure, there is writing process as one of the productive skills in 

English. Then, in the second and the third figure, there are coherence and cohesion as 

the important elements in writing that everyone should notice during their writing 

process. Coherence refers to the overall sense of unity in a passage, including both 

the main point of sentences and the main point of each paragraph while cohesion 

refers to sense of sentence-by-sentence flow by which the reader moves through a 

passage, with each sentence connecting to the previous one and the one that follows. 

After coherence and cohesion, in the fourth figure, there is a main problem of 

this research; the students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion. 

Here, the researcher started her research about what things make students frequently 

feeling difficult in building and maintaining their coherence and cohesion. Hence, 

after knowing about the difficulties, the researcher in the fifth figure tried to find out 

the effective ways to help students in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in 

writing process.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

This chapter describes about research method, research variables, and 

instrument data of research collection and technique of data analysis.  

A. Research Method 

The research method that was used in this study is descriptive qualitative 

research where the researcher could describe holistically the students‟ difficulties in 

maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process and the easily ways to 

maintain students‟ coherence and cohesion in writing process.  

Qualitative research is a research‟s method designed to reveal a target 

audience‟s range of behavior and the perceptions that derive it with reference to 

specific topics or issues. The results of qualitative research are descriptive rather than 

predictive. Qualitative research involves the studied use and collection of a variety of 

empirical material case study, personal experience, introspective, life story and visual 

texts that describe routine and problematic moments and meaning in individuals live. 

Qualitative research is used to help us understanding how people feel and why 

they feel as they do. It is concerned with collecting in-depth information asking 

question such as why do say that? Samples tend to be smaller compared with 

quantitative projects that include much larger samples. Depth interviews or group 

discussion are two common methods used for collecting qualitative information.  
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A qualitative approach refers to situation where the researchers collect data in 

an unstructured way. If we use an unstructured interview, we will have qualitative 

data. If we ask subjects to keep a diary of what they are doing, we are collecting 

qualitative data. Further detailed information of this research method is provided 

below:  

a) Setting of Research  

1. Setting of Time  

This research was conducted in 2017/2018 study year. It was conducted for 

approximately twice meeting in two weeks.  

2. Setting of Place  

This research took place at the fourth semester students of English Education in The 

Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Training UIN Alauddin Makassar.  

B. Research Subject 

In this research, the students were selected as the subject of this research. 

They were the students in 4
th
 semester of English Department of UIN Alauddin 

Makassar who have writing subject. In English Department of UIN Alauddin 

Makassar, students in 4
th 

semester were divided into two classes. They are PBI class 

1-2 and PBI class 3-4. But in this research, the researcher decided to take PBI class 1-

2 as a subject because according to their writing lecturer, students in PBI class 1-2 

have an interesting and creative idea when they were asked to do a writing 

assignment.  
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C. Research Instrument  

In qualitative research, the main instrument is the researcher herself. In order 

to help the researcher to get comprehensible data about this research, the researcher 

used writing test and interview as a secondary instrument.  The explanation about the 

secondary instrument that used in this research as follows:  

1. Test  

Test is a few questions or exercises and another instrument used to measure 

the skill, intelligence, ability or talent had by an individual or group (Arikunto, 

2013:193).  

The researcher used a writing test to know what kinds of students‟ difficulties 

in maintaining coherence and cohesion in writing process and to obtain the best 

efforts in maintaining coherence and cohesion in their writing.  

The form of the writing test that was used in this research is the researcher 

asked the students to write writing about 100 until 150 words in 90 minutes with a 

certain topic that the researcher gave to students. When the students finished their 

writing, the researcher collected it and then the researcher analyzed every single 

paragraphs of the students‟ writing, whether they have a coherent and cohesive 

writing or not.  

2. Interview  

Interview is a dialog to acquire information from someone interviewed. 

Interview is used to appraise someone‟s condition. For example: To look for the data 
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about variable of students‟ background, parents, education, attention, perception 

(Arikunto, 2013:198).  

In this research, the kind of interview that was used is guided interview. 

Consequently, before conducting an interview, the researcher needs to arrange some 

questions that will be asked to respondent. The researcher interviewed some students 

by choosing them based on their writing result to find out their difficulties in 

maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process. Then they were asked 

about five to seven questions related to their difficulties in maintaining their 

coherence and cohesion in writing process. And all of the interview results were 

recorded by the researcher. 

D. Data Collection Procedures  

In collecting data, the researcher used some procedures as follows: 

1. Introduction between the researcher and students. The researcher then 

explained about the research to the students.  

2. Then the researcher gave a certain topic to the students in which will be their 

writing test.  

3. After collecting and analyzing students‟ writings, the researcher interviewed 

some students about their difficulties when they are asked to write. In this 

case their difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion during 

writing process.  

4. The researcher recorded the result of interview as a data.  
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5. Finally, by seeing the results of the students‟ writing test and the results of 

students‟ interview, the researcher analyzed them to see what the students‟ 

difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion during writing 

process in order to discover some effective and measurable ways to help 

students in maintaining the two important elements in their writing.  

E. Data Analysis Technique 

Data analysis is integral and pivotal in the qualitative study. The aim is to 

organize the data. It is done by arranging, putting the data in the right order, 

agglomerating, coding, and categorizing the data. As Moleong (2011:281) stated that 

organization and management of the data is for discover theme and hypothesis that 

are finally promoted as substantial theory.  

In analyzing data, there are many different ways offered. However, most of 

their approaches are similar in the stages (Darlington&Scott in Moleong, 2011:164). 

This qualitative study takes method of data analysis that is suggested by Milles & 

Huberman. According to Milles and Huberman (in Moleong, 2011:177), there are 

two models in qualitative data analysis, they are flow model and interactive model. 

However, the researcher chooses to apply the second model in this study.  

Milles and Huberman (in Moleong, 2011:189) explained the method of data 

analysis called “Interactive Model” which is includes four streams of analysis activity 

in cyclical and interactive process. Those four types of data analysis can be explained 

as follows:  
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1. Data Collection  

As mention in the sentence previously, the activity of data collection is a 

cyclical and interactive process. Thus, during the data collection the researcher 

circulated among these four steps continually in order to grasp all of the information 

needed in the next steps of data analysis. Accordingly, in this step, the researcher 

tried to find out the unripe data that will be reduced, displayed, and concluded in the 

next step. For this research, the researcher collected the data of the students‟ writing 

in writing classes.  

2. Data Reduction  

According to Milles and Huberman (in Moleong, 2011:190), “Data reduction 

refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming 

the data that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions.” They further point out 

the data reduction or data condensation process is varied in several ways, such as 

through selection, summary or paraphrase and being subsume in larger pattern. 

Simply in this step, after collecting the data of students‟ writing, the researcher 

continued the study by selecting and simplifying the data of students‟ writing, hence 

that there is no unimportant locution included in the data.  

3. Data Display  

The next step of data analysis is data display. After collecting and reducing 

the data, the researcher displayed the amassed data in organized and compressed. 

The forms of qualitative data display include types of matrices, graphs, charts, 

or networks. The function of these types of data display is to perform accessible, 
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compact, and organize information of the data. The researchers classified the data of 

the students‟ writing and display them in informative tables.  

4. Conclusion drawing and Verification 

After the data displayed in a form of table, then the researcher interpreted it 

and reach conclusions and verifications.  

Derive from the data displayed in tables, the next step conducted by the 

researcher was describing and interpreting the data, so that the conclusions and 

verifications of the students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion 

in writing process could be drawn. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter deals with the description of research finding and discussion. The 

finding shows the students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion 

in writing process and the effective ways to maintain students‟ coherence and 

cohesion in writing process. Then the discussion presents the ideas of the researcher 

in interpreting findings. Besides, the discussion also discusses the position of the 

findings and the existing theory by comparing the findings and the theories which are 

relevant.  

A. Findings 

1. Students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing 

process 

This research collected data from written test that was given to class 1-2 of 

English Education Department in UIN Alauddin Makassar where this class consists 

of thirty eight students. But there were only thirty five students who attended the 

written test.  

The written test was held on March 5
th

 2017 during one hour roughly in form 

of writing test with a topic about dream. In this case, the researcher did not limit how 

many paragraphs that students should write as she just wanted to analyze what things 

make students difficult to maintain their coherence and cohesion in writing process.  

To make a process of analyzing easily, formerly the researcher made a rubric 

assessment for this writing test. In the rubric assessment, the researcher attached a lot 
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of criteria in writing which support to reach coherence and cohesion in writing 

process. They are about main idea, supporting detail, transition signals in use and also 

spelling & punctuation. From those criteria, the researcher determined the students‟ 

writing ability. There are four levels of students‟ writing ability created in this rubric, 

they are outstanding, good work, could do better and need to improve. This rubric 

was made not to count a score for every student‟s writing or merely know about 

students‟ writing level. But it helped the researcher in order to analyze easily the 

students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process. 

To make it more clearly, we can see the rubric of assessment as below:  

Table I: ASSESSMENT RUBRIC FOR WRITING TEST 

 

Criteria 

LEVEL OF WRITING ABILITY 

Outstanding Good Work Could Do Better Need to Improve 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main 

Idea/Topic 

Sentence  

1. Main idea or 

topic sentence 

stated clearly 

and accurately. 

2. There is only 

one main idea 

or topic 

sentence in the 

right place 

(either in the 

first paragraph 

or the last 

paragraph).  

 

1. Main idea or 

topic sentence 

stated fairly 

clearly and 

accurately. 

2. There is only 

one main idea 

or topic 

sentence but 

they are not in 

the right place 

(neither in the 

first paragraph 

nor the last 

paragraph). 

1. Main idea or 

topic sentence 

somewhat 

stated unclear 

and 

inaccurate. 

2. There is more 

than one main 

idea or topic 

sentence and 

they are not in 

the right place 

(neither in the 

first paragraph 

nor the last 

paragraph). 

1. Main idea or 

topic sentence 

stated not at all 

clear or 

accurate.   

2. Main idea or 

topic sentence 

shows 

complete 

confusion  

Supporting 

Details  

The main idea is 

supported by six 

The main idea is 

supported by four 

The main idea is 

supported only by 

There are no 

obvious supporting 
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or more 

sentences that 

give details about 

it.  

or five sentences 

that give details 

about it.  

one to three 

sentences that give 

details about it.  

detail sentences to 

back up the main 

idea.  

Transition 

Signals in Use 

Writing uses the 

transition signals 

(sentence 

connectors, 

clause 

connectors, and 

others) properly 

in every 

paragraph and 

manages them 

well.  

Writing uses a 

range of transition 

signals 

appropriately 

although there 

may be some 

under-/over-use in 

some paragraphs.  

Writing uses 

transition signals 

but in some 

paragraphs there 

may be faulty or 

mechanical.  

Writing uses 

transition signals 

inadequate, 

inaccurate or over 

in every paragraph. 

Spelling 

&Punctuation 

All sentences use 

correct spelling, 

capital and 

punctuation.  

Sentences have a 

few errors in 

spelling, capital 

and punctuation.  

Sentences have 

fair number error 

of spelling, capital 

and punctuation. 

Sentences have no 

control over 

spelling, capital and 

punctuation.  

  

As we can see the table above that assessment rubric for writing test was 

simply made to analyze the students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and 

cohesion in writing process, whether in stating their main idea, completing their 

supporting details, using transition signals or having a spelling and punctuation. 

Hence, after giving the writing test, the researcher started to analyze students‟ 

writing by using the assessment rubric. And the result of analyzing students‟ writing 

is sufficiently amazed. From thirty five students who attended the writing test, there 

are twenty five writings of students in could do better level of writing‟s ability while 

nine writings of students are in good work. And there is a writing of student in 

outstanding level. It means that students‟ writing level are various based on their 

difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process.  
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From the result, the researcher analyzed and found that most of students are 

difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process because 

firstly, they were confused about their idea. They did not know how to choose their 

idea and where to put it down. They had too many ideas in their head and try to spill 

out all of them in their writing. Therefore when they started to write, they could not 

state a clear and accurate main idea or topic sentence and also they place a main idea 

or topic sentence not in the right place, neither in the first paragraph nor in the last 

paragraph. In the other hand, the students also lack on fulfilling supporting details for 

their writing. Most of them only attached one to three sentences for supporting their 

main idea in every paragraph. Consequently, their main idea could not be explained 

clearly as it did not have adequate supporting details.  

Besides, the students were also confused about using a proper transition signal 

in their writing. They only knew the meaning of each transition signal without 

understanding how to use it properly in every sentence in their writing. At last, their 

writing seemed like not coherent and cohesive because they used improper transition 

signal.  

After the two difficulties above, the researcher also found that one thing made 

the students feeling difficult to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing process is 

about the spelling and punctuation. A lot of students in writing frequently ignored this 

element because they thought that spelling and punctuation is not important for their 

writing. And it was totally wrong because spelling and punctuation is one of the 

crucial elements in writing and it influences the meaning of writing. Once they did 
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not put a comma in a proper place, so their sentence would have an ambiguous 

meaning and vice versa. Below, the researcher enclosed the detail of data about the 

students‟ difficulties in maintaining coherence and cohesion in writing process:  

Table II: Students‟ Difficulties in Maintaining Coherence and Cohesion 

Students‟ Difficulties Example of Writing 

 

 

 

 

 

They could not state a clear and accurate 

main idea or topic sentence  

1
st
 Example:  

Of course, every people have a 

dream, and automatically, they want to be 

success in the future. Like me, I have a 

dream also. My dream is to be a good 

teacher like my aunt and can produce 

best students. But one thing that very 

important to me is, I want to be a 

success people and be rich, so that I 

can make my family be happy.  

To seize our dreams, it is not 

easy. We must to effort and always study 

hard, because the effort will always 

produce the best result. If we want to be 

success people or we want to seize our 

dream, but we do not do something like 

effort, we are nothing. Because without 

effort, it will useless. Our dream can not 

to seize.  

(AM, PBI1-2) 

In the first paragraph, the student 

wrote that she wants to be a good teacher. 

But let see in the second paragraph, she 

did not explain more about her dream to 

be a good teacher. She did not write her 
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reasons why she wants to be a good 

teacher or her efforts to be a good teacher 

instead she started the second paragraph 

by taking a new idea that did not have a 

correlation with her first paragraph.  

2
nd

 Example:  

Talking about what is my dream, I 

have very much dreams in my life. 

Firstly, I want to be a good person for 

my parents. Then, I want to be a good 

student in my university, and the other 

people in society. But I have one of my 

dreams that I really want to get it, that 

is I want to make my family, especially 

my parents proud of me. Proud with 

my accomplishment, proud of 

everything that I get. So that, to make 

them proud, I have to try and work hard. 

And I have to learn with enterprising as 

one of the way to make them proud to 

have children like me. I will learn well 

until I graduate S1. then, I will try to find 

scholarship in the other country like 

England or America or even Australia to 

continue my study. After that, I will learn 

well again until I graduate S2. Then, I 

will back to Indonesia and try to find a 

job. I really want to be a lecture. And I 

will work as a lecture in university of 

Islamic state in Mataram, west nusa 

tenggara. Then, I will get marriage with 

my boyfriend. And I will make my 

family happy.  

(SI, PBI 1-2) 
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In the beginning of a text, the 

student wrote a lot of dreams she had. 

But after reading the next sentence, the 

researcher was confused because the 

student directly attached her efforts to be 

a lecture whereas in the beginning of her 

writing, she did not write to be a lecture 

as one of her dreams. This caused an 

ambiguous when the researcher was 

reading her writing.  

3
rd

 Example:  

Most people I know they have a 

dream. They seem embarrassing to say it 

out loud. Perhaps, it cause they do not 

sure about that and always think that the 

others will laugh at them. Most people 

have no idea how to achieve their 

dreams, but according to me, I know how 

to get it from here to there, and I am so 

glad to know that there is a really hope.  

I believe that I can be a good 

writer, maybe like Pramoedya Ananta 

Toer, Eka Kurniawan, Widji Thukul. But 

I hope I could more than them. I have a 

dream to control the world, travelling 

around the world and also introduce my 

first book the other.  

I dream of finding the theory of 

life, or create stories and inspire others 

and changes the world because my goal 

of life is “The happier people could make 
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the other people happy” and my dream is 

I want to give kids the awesome dream. I 

mean I will write a book, so they can fall 

asleep at night.  

(NMP, PBI 1-2) 

The student wrote a lot of her 

dreams but the researcher could not find 

her clearly idea about her dreams. She 

had a lot of dreams but she did not make 

them simply by explaining them well like 

her reasons to choose it as her dream or 

her efforts to reach her dreams. 

 

 

 

 

 

They were confused about using a proper 

transition signal in their writing 

1
st
 Example:  

“…………….Be an ambassador 

is not easy. We have to have a good skill 

and intelligent. Specially for speech and 

negotiation skill. Speech skill is very 

important to every ambassador because 

they are as a representative of a country 

have to tell their condition country. 

Negotiation skill is important because an 

ambassador have to give a benefit for 

their country.”  

(SR, PBI 1-2) 

After reading this writing above, 

the researcher do a correction by adding 

some proper transition signals or merely 

replace an improper transition signals:  
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“……….Be an ambassador is not 

easy because we should have a good skill 

and also intelligence, especially for 

speech skill and negotiation skill. Speech 

skill is very important for every 

ambassador because they are as a 

representative of a country who has to 

tell the condition of their country. In the 

other hand, negotiation skill is also 

important because an ambassador should 

give a benefit for their country. 

2
nd

 Example:  

“……..And when I make much money I 

want to built a biggest English course in 

my hometown, therefore all the pupils or 

students study in my course. And open a 

job apply for people there, and after 

that, if I have got much money, I take 

my parents to go to pilgrimage………” 

(JA, PBI 1-2) 

After reading this writing above, 

the researcher do a correction by adding 

some proper transition signals or merely 

replace an improper transition signals:  

“……….And when I have much 

money, I want to build the biggest 

English course in my hometown so all 

the pupils or students can study in there. 

After that, I will open a job vacancy for 

people in my English course. And if I 

have got much money, I will take my 

parents to go to pilgrimage……..” 
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They were confused about using a proper 

spelling and punctuation 

Example:  

“…………Every single people in 

the world must be ever get that question, 

most of them will be say, I want to be a 

doctor, policeman, nurse, teacher and so 

on, but for me dream is not just like that. 

It is not just what we want to become in 

the future. Moreover what we want to do 

in our entirely live. So I am here now, 

because we just live once. I have a lot of 

dream actually, it is not only dream but I 

have to make it come true. As a student 

of English education department it is an 

obligation for me to have a high TOEFL 

score and speak English fluently so when 

I graduate I can share my knowledge to 

everyone not only to my student……..” 

(AF, PBI 1-2) 

The researcher found out that this 

student were confuse about using a 

proper punctuation. There were a lot of 

sentences need proper punctuations. So, 

the researcher re-wrote the paragraph by 

putting proper punctuation on it. 

“…………Every single people in 

the world must be ever got that question. 

And most of them will say, I want to be a 

doctor, policeman, nurse, teacher and so 

on. But for me, dream is not just like that. 

It is not just what we want to become in 

the future, moreover what we want to do 

in our entirely life. So I am here now 

because we just live once. I have a lot of 

dream actually. It is not only dream but I 
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have to make it come true. As a student 

of English education department, it is an 

obligation for me to have a high TOEFL 

score and speak English fluently. So, 

when I have graduated, I can share my 

knowledge to everyone not only to my 

student……..” 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

They were lack on fulfilling supporting 

sentences 

Example:  

Every single have dream future. I 

have future dream to be police or 

lecturer. But I just choose to be a police 

because that is my best dream when I was 

child and my parents support me.  

I hope my dream to be a 

policeman come true and I hope for my 

friends and my parents can pray for me 

that I have be a success and useful person 

and give benefit for country and this 

society. If I be a policeman, I will save 

this country from crime.  

(AS, PBI 1-2) 

The researcher was confused 

when reading this writing. Besides, It did 

not deliver a clear main idea; it also did 

not provide adequate supporting 
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sentences. A student stated that he 

wanted to be a policeman. But he did not 

explain clearly about his big reason why 

choose a policeman as his dream. And he 

also did not explain what he should do to 

make his dream come true.  

 

2. The effective ways to maintain students‟ coherence and cohesion in writing 

process 

There are a lot of effective ways that researcher can give to students based on 

experience and also some literatures in order to maintain coherence and cohesion in 

writing process. But before giving the effective ways to the students, the researcher 

firstly would know the students‟ common ways to maintain their coherence and 

cohesion during writing process. Therefore, to acquire data relates on this second 

problem statement, the researcher used an interview as one of her instruments in this 

research although not all of the students were interviewed based on their writing‟s 

result. The researcher only chose 8 from 36 students in PBI class 1-2. It because the 

researcher considered that eight students would be able to give her the effective data 

relates on the second problem statement. Thus, she chose a student who got 
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outstanding level of writing‟s ability, two students who got good work level of 

writing‟s ability, and five students who got could do better level of writing‟s ability.  

The results of the interview with eight students of PBI class 1-2 would show 

the effective ways that were used by the students in maintaining their coherence and 

cohesion in writing process. In this case, the researcher used S1 as first student, S2 as 

second student, S3 as third student and so on) as follows:  

“Talking about my way to maintain coherence and cohesion adalah saya 
biasanya drafting dulu, Kak. Jadi saya menulis di kertas lain berupa tulisan 
awal ji supaya jelaski apa yang mau saya tulis, tidak pusing menentukan main 
idea di setiap paragraf. Dan bisa juga dicorat-coret kalau merasaka tidak 
berkaitan ki dengan kalimat sebelumnya.” (1

st
 Student) 

The first student (S1) admitted that basically, she made a draft firstly in order 

to help her in determining the main idea in every paragraph. By having a clear main 

idea, she thought that her writing will be coherent easily. This was different from the 

second student (S2) who stated that before writing, she always makes a list about all 

of her ideas she will write down. According to her, making a list before writing can 

help her to distribute her ideas in every paragraph she writes. Hence, her writing will 

be remained coherent and cohesive. 

“Saya sebelum menulis itu kalau sudah tahu topik atau temanya apa, mulaimka 
list ki ide-ide yang mau kutulis di setiap paragraf tulisanku. Biasanya listing itu 
kulakukan di kepalaku ji hehehe. Setelah jelasmi ide-ide yang mau kutulis, 
baruka mulai menulis. Listing juga memudahkan saya untuk memetakan ide-ide 
per paragraf, Kak. Jadi bisa digunakan untuk terus mempertahankan koherensi 
dan kohesifnya tulisan.” (2

nd
 Student) 

Meanwhile, the third student said that in maintaining coherence and cohesion, 

she also makes a first draft. She writes every single idea and at last, she determines 

whether the ideas are related to the topic or not. Then, she will be easily to choose 
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which sentence that will be as a main idea or just a supporting sentence/detail. This 

way helps her to create a coherent and cohesive writing.  

“Jadi saya sebelum menulis biasanya buat drafting, Kak. Di drafting itu saya 
tulis semua ide-ide yang berkaitan dengan topik/tema. Setelah itu baru saya 
pilih nantinya kalimat atau paragraf mana saja yang berkaitan dengan topik, 
mana yang berkaitan dengan kalimat atau paragraf sebelumnya dan mana yang 
tidak berkaitan sama sekali atau out of context, Kak. Kan setelah ditahu mi 
yang mana berkaitan dengan topik, saya bisa dengan mudah menentukan main 
idea dan supporting sentence-nya, Kak. Itu juga membantu untuk menjadikan 
tulisan saya menjadi tulisan yang koheren dan kohesif.” (3

rd
 Student) 

In the other side, according to the fourth and fifth students, they did not have a 

particular way to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing process. They just 

ensured that their main idea in every paragraph was stated clearly and completed by 

adequate supporting details thus it could make every sentence connected with each 

other. And when the writing connected each other, it would be easily to create a 

coherent and cohesive writing.  

“Untuk soal coherence and cohesion, saya biasanya perhatikan betul kak 

tulisanku apakah jelasji main idea sama supporting sentencenya. Kalau jelas 

main idea sama supporting sentence-nya kan jadi connectki satu sama lain toh, 

Kak.” (4
th

 Student) 

“Actually, before writing saya biasanya membuat semacam peta ide, Kak. Jadi 
di situ saya tulis ide-ide apa yang mau saya tuangkan dalam tulisanku 
nantinya. Setelah saya tulis semua, saya pilih nantinya mana yang paling 
menarik dan paling berkaitan dengan topik/tema tulisanku. Jadi nanti per 
paragraf bisa jelas main idea dan supporting sentencenya.” (5

th
 Student) 

In maintaining coherence and cohesion in writing process, the sixth student 

stated that besides making a draft before writing, she also tried to use a proper 

transition signals. She admitted that learning about using transition signal properly 

was important to help in maintaining coherence and cohesion in writing process.  
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“Tidak ada cara khusus sih, Kak. Saya biasanya cuma buat draft dulu sebelum 
betul-betul menulis. Jadi di drafting itu saya menulis, saya tuangkan ide-ide 
saya dan nantinya sebelum saya memindahkan ke kertas lain. And about 
coherence and cohesion, I have read once that using transition signals dengan 
tepat itu bisa membuat tulisan kita selalu koheren dan kohesif. That‟s why I 
should learn more about using transition signals, Kak.” (6

th
 Student) 

Furthermore, the seventh and the eighth student had a same way with the first 

and the third student in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process 

by using listing and drafting.  

“Kalau untuk coherence and cohesion itu before writing, saya biasanya listing 
dan drafting dulu, Kak. Jadi, saya list dulu ide-ideku untuk tema tulisan yang 
akan saya buat. Setelah dilist baru saya mulai drafting. Jadi di drafting itu saya 
buat satu tulisan yang memuat ide-ide yang sudah saya list tadi. Setelah itu baru 
saya pindahkan ke kertas lain.” (7

th
 Student) 

“Before writing something, I actually did a drafting in order to help me build a 
good idea in writing and also help me to make my writing coherent.” (8

th
 

Student) 

So, before they were writing, they tried to make a list about their ideas then 

determining which ideas related on the topic in their draft. This aimed to make every 

sentence in their writing connected with each other. When every sentence connected 

with each other, it will be easier to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing. 

B. Discussions 

1. Students‟ Difficulties in Maintaining Their Coherence and Cohesion in 

Writing Process 

Based on the analysis of students‟ writing, the researcher got the data and at 

last, made a conclusion that there are some difficulties faced by students in 

maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process. Most of students in their 

writing faced some kinds of difficulties; they are about determining and stating the 
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ideas, fulfilling the supporting details, using the proper transition signals and spelling 

and punctuation.  

As what the researcher has stated before that the main difficulty happened in 

the students‟ writing was about determining and stating the idea. They were confused 

about their idea, hence they cannot state a clear and accurate topic sentence or main 

idea and also they lack of fulfilling supporting details or supporting sentences for 

their paragraph. We know that paragraph contains of three structural parts; a topic 

sentence or main idea, supporting sentence and a concluding sentence. If one of the 

three structural parts is lost, our paragraph will not be a good paragraph.  

A good topic sentence will make a strong paragraph. Topic sentence needs to 

hook the reader, and therefore, it needs to be strong and significant. It must not 

simply hint or take dainty steps around our topic.  

 According to Oshima (1998:31) topic sentence states the main idea of the 

paragraph. It not only names the topic of the paragraph, but it also limits the topic one 

or two areas that can be discussed completely in the space of a single paragraph. 

Therefore, a topic sentence in a paragraph is a crucial. There are some important 

points about topic sentence. First is topic sentence shows a complete sentence. It 

means topic sentence contains of subject, verb and occasionally a complement. Then, 

topic sentence is the most general statement in the paragraph because it gives only the 

main idea. It does not give any specific details. And the last is topic sentence may be 

in the first or the last sentence in a paragraph.  
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Besides topic sentence, supporting sentences are also important in a 

paragraph. Supporting sentences function to develop a topic sentence. Supporting 

sentences typically provide details and examples, facts, reasons, opinions and 

quotations from authorities.  

Supporting sentence regularly provide details and examples to help the reader 

understand (and agree with) the main idea. Examples can serve many purposes: we 

might use them to explain, to describe, to respond to assumed challenges from the 

reader, or simply to provide elaboration of one of our ideas (Writing in 15 minutes a 

Day, 2008:148).  

Besides provide details and example, supporting sentence also provide facts 

because people as the reader tend to believe in facts, which seem to be objective and 

unchangeable. Because facts are not subjective, they are more easily agreed upon 

universally. The use of facts in any argument is likely to strengthen our position as a 

writer.  

After details, examples, and facts, then supporting sentence usually provide 

reasons. When we are building our main idea, we will be wise to consider all the 

reasons to make our reader agree with our writing. And the last is supporting sentence 

usually provide opinions and quotations from authorities just to convince the reader 

that our writing is valid.  

Supporting sentences must directly explain or prove the main idea that is 

stated in the topic sentence. Do not include any information that does not support the 

topic sentence (Oshima, 1998:31). This case was often found in the students‟ writing. 
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They write supporting sentence that are “out of the topic”. These are called as 

irrelevant sentences.  

The last part of paragraph is a concluding sentence. A concluding sentence is 

not absolutely necessary; in fact, a concluding sentence is not customary for every 

paragraph in a writing (Oshima, 1998:40). Concluding sentence is like a reminder for 

the reader about what important things or what important points in a paragraph they 

read.  

The second difficulty happened in the students‟ writing was about using a 

proper transition signals and also spelling and punctuation whereas we know that 

coherence in writing can be maintained well by one of the ways like using some 

supporting sentences in some kind of logical order and the ideas are connected by the 

proper transition signals.  

Transition signals are word such as first, second, next, finally, therefore and 

however or phrases such as in conclusion, on the other hand, and as a result. 

Transition signals as traffic signs that tell the reader when to go forward, turn, slow 

down and stop. In other words, they tell the reader when they are giving a similar idea 

(similarly, moreover, furthermore, in addition), an opposite idea (on the other hand, 

however, in contrast), an example (for example, for instance), a result (as a result), or 

a conclusion (in conclusion) (Oshima, 1998:43). If students used those transition 

signals appropriately, their writing will be coherence because in fact, transition 

signals give paragraph coherence and make it cohesive.  
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Based on the analysis of students‟ writings, the researcher found two kinds of 

problem related on the using transition signals. First is student‟s writing which used 

too many transition signals without noticing the appropriateness. She/he understands 

the meaning of each transition signals but not about the using of it. Second is 

student‟s writing which lack of transition signals. The researcher does not know 

exactly whether they do not know the kinds of transition signals or they know but 

they are afraid to make a mistake in using transition signals.  However, a good 

writing requires enough transition signals to make the relationship among the ideas 

clear.  

The other difficulty happened is about using a proper spelling and 

punctuation. But here, the researcher found most of writings that did a lot of mistakes 

in using punctuation though they also did some mistakes in spelling. The students did 

a misspelling for one or two words in their writing, not so much like their mistakes in 

using punctuation inappropriately.  

There were writing with a misplaced full stop, an unnecessary comma and 

also there were writing without using full stop or even a comma. Unnecessary or 

misplaced punctuation such as a full stop or a comma is false or awkward signal that 

may confuse the reader (Hodges, 1984:139). Hence, if we tend to use too much 

punctuation, remember to use it appropriately. Our paragraph will be not coherent 

because we use too much punctuation without noticing their position. We put them in 

everywhere we want without considering that the meaning of our sentence in every 

paragraph will change and cause a misunderstanding for the reader.  
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2. The Effective Ways to Maintain Students‟ Coherence and Cohesion in 

Writing Process 

From the data collected, the researcher in this part will give some measurable 

effective ways to help students in maintaining coherence and cohesion in writing 

process. But before that, the researcher will remind here about cohesion and 

coherence.  

Cohesion is the smooth, continuous flow of thoughts of the sentences and 

ideas presented according to some logical principle. Cohesion allows the reader to 

follow the flow of ideas within the text without effort, confusion, or frustration 

because all the sentences are connected together. 

And coherence is another element of a good paragraph. The Latin verb cohere 

means “hold together”. In order to have coherence in writing, every sentence in our 

paragraph must hold together; that is, the movement from one sentence to the next 

sentence must be logical and smooth. There must be no sudden jumps. Each sentence 

should flow smoothly into the next one (Oshima, 1998:40). Each sentence in our 

writing can hold together or be coherent when its movement logical and smooth by 

using an appropriate transition signals. Transition signals here typically called as 

cohesive devices. The researcher always said that cohesion is like glue in writing. It 

can make every sentence hold together and make a sense for the reader. 

Generally, cohesion and coherence are two considerable elements in writing 

where one complements the other. Furthermore, it is noticeable that there is a relation 

between them as mentioned by Halliday and Hassan (1976). From this, we can 
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understand that cohesion and coherence are two interconnected elements that support 

or complement each another. 

During the research, the researcher found out that most of the students in PBI 

class 1-2 had different ways to maintain their coherence and cohesion in writing 

process. There were using drafting as their prewriting step and mapping or clustering 

their ideas to make their writing coherent and cohesive.  

Coherence and cohesion in writing can be maintained by various ways. And 

the way of the students in PBI class 1-2 to maintain their coherence and cohesion in 

writing process is not wrong. In writing, there is a process called prewriting, outlining 

and writing and revising drafts (Oshima, 1998: 3). 

 Prewriting here as the first stage and there are two steps in this stage. First, 

when we are given a specific topic, of course what we can write about is limited. On 

the other hand, when we are given a free choice of topics and can write about 

something we are interested in, and then we must narrow the topic to a particular 

aspect of that general subject in order to get a specific focus that we can write about it 

clearly and completely. Therefore, later when we start to write, we are not confused 

to decide our topic.  

Second, when we have chosen a topic and narrowed it to a specific focus, the 

next prewriting step is to generate ideas. This done by a process called brainstorming. 

Although most people think that this process is unnecessary at first, but after doing it 

a few times, we will realize its usefulness. Brainstorming for ideas can get we started 

writing more quickly and save our time in the later stages of the writing process. It 
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can be denied that often, we spent too much time in writing only because we need 

extra time to generate our ideas as many as possible and to write them down without 

worrying about appropriateness, grammar, spelling, logic and organization.  

And after finishing the two steps in prewriting stage, we enter to the next 

stage, outlining. Outlining stage consists of three steps. The first step toward making 

an outline is to divide our ideas about the topic we have chosen further into sub-lists 

and to cross out any items that do not belong or that are not usable. This step helps us 

to group all of the ideas into their appropriate sub-lists and to create a preliminary 

outline for a paragraph.  

After making sub-lists, writing a main idea is the next step. Main idea in 

writing expresses the central focus of our paragraph. Then, the last step is outlining. 

An outline is a formal plan for a paragraph. In an outline, we will write down the 

main points and sub-points in the order which we plan to write about them. By 

learning to make an outline will improve our writing for three reasons (Oshima, 1998: 

70). First of all, it will help us organize our ideas. Specifically, an outline will ensure 

that we will not include any irrelevant ideas, that we will not leave out any important 

points, and that our supporting sentences will be in logical order. This thing also 

helps us to maintain our coherence and cohesion in writing.  

Second, learning to make an outline will help us to write more quickly. It may 

take some practice at first, but once we become used to outlining our ideas before we 

start to write, we will be surprised at how fast we will actually be able to write. It will 

make our time used effectively.  
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Preparing an outline is 75 percent of the work. The actual writing becomes 

easier because we do not have to worry about what we are going to say: we already 

have a well-organized plan to follow. Finally, our grammar will improve because we 

will able to concentrate on it, not on our thoughts or organization.  

The last stage after two stages above is writing and revising several drafts 

until we have produced a final copy to hand in. Remember that no piece of writing is 

ever perfect the first time. Each time we write a new draft, we will refine and improve 

our writing (Oshima, 1998: 10).  

The first step in this stage is to write a rough draft from our outline. And after 

that, revising content and organization is the next step. When we revise, we change 

what we have written in order to improve it. We check it over for content and 

organization, including unity, coherence, and logic. We can change, rearrange, add or 

delete, all for the goal of communicating our thoughts more clearly, more effectively 

and in a more interesting way. Then, when we finish revising content and 

organization, proofreading the second draft is the third step before writing the final 

copy as the last step in writing and revising stage. Hence, doing the four stages above 

will help us to write well and also to maintain our coherence and cohesion during 

writing process.  

Besides the four stages above, according to Hodges (1984:331), coherence can 

be maintained by organizing our ideas in a clear, logical order while cohesion can be 

maintained by  providing transitions between sentences (not only within the 
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paragraph but between paragraphs), use pronoun reference effectively, repetition of 

key words and ideas, and parallel structure.  

First, organize our ideas in a clear, logical order. There are many common, 

logical ways to organize ideas in a paragraph. The choice depends on the context and 

on the writer‟s purpose. One of the simplest orders is time order. Besides time order, 

there are space order, order of importance, general to specific or from specific to 

general, topic-restriction-illustration, problem-solution pattern, and question answer 

pattern (Hodges, 1984: 332-335). Any order, or any combination of orders, is 

satisfactory as long as it makes the sequence of thought clear.  

By choosing one of the logical orders in our writing, we no need to confuse 

about our ideas we want to write. We can write writing about certain topic, develop 

its sentences and paragraph well hence our writing is coherent. 

Then provide transitions between sentences, actually not only between 

sentences but also between paragraphs. The researcher had already read a lot of 

references about coherence and cohesion, and most of them stated that provide or use 

transition signals appropriately is one of the important way to maintain coherence and 

cohesion in writing process. By providing or using transition signals appropriately, 

our first sentence will connect well with the other sentence in our paragraph. In 

addition, transition signals omit the gaps between sentences in a paragraph. That is to 

ensure cohesion. And when our sentences in every paragraph move logically and 

smoothly by using transition signals appropriately, that is coherence. As Nunan 
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(1993) points out, they use features to refer to the order to make relationship between 

sentences extremely understood. 

There are some kinds of transitions typically used in writing. Here is a list of 

some frequently used transitional connectives arranged according to the kinds of 

relationships we establish (Hodges, 1984: 338-339):  

a. Alternative and addition: or, nor, and, and then, moreover, further, 

furthermore, besides, likewise, also, too, again, in addition, even more 

important, next, first, second, third, in the first place, in the second 

place, finally, last. 

b. Comparison: similarly, likewise, in like manner.  

c. Contrast: but, yet, or, and yet, however, still, nevertheless, on the other 

hand, on the contrary, conversely, even so, notwithstanding, for all 

that, in contrast, at the same time, although this may be true, 

otherwise, nonetheless.  

d. Place: here, beyond, nearby, opposite to.  

e. Purpose: to this end, for this purpose, with this object.  

f. Cause, result: so, for, hence, therefore, accordingly, consequently, 

thus, thereupon, as a result, then.  

g. Summary, repetition, exemplification, intensification: to sum up, in 

brief, on the whole, in sum, in short, as I have said, in other words, that 

is, to be sure, as has been noted, for example, for instance, in fact, 

indeed, to tell the truth, in any event.  
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h. Time: meanwhile, at length, soon, after a few days, in the meantime, 

afterward, later, now, then, in the past.  

Besides providing and using transitions, to maintain coherence and cohesion 

in writing, we need to use pronoun reference effectively, repetition of key words and 

ideas, and parallel structure. Using those three ways to maintain coherence and 

cohesion was needed to be consistent.   

According to Oshima (1998:40) which almost same with Hodges‟, there are 

four ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing process. The first two ways 

involve repeating key nouns and using pronouns that refer back to key nouns. The 

third way is to use transition signals to show how one idea is related to the next. And 

the fourth way is to arrange our sentences in logical order.  

1) Repetition of Key Nouns 

The easiest way to maintain coherence is to repeat key nouns frequently in our 

paragraph. Look at the model paragraph about gold to see how it uses this way to 

maintain coherence and cohesion. The key noun in this paragraph is gold.  

 

 

 

 

 

Gold  

Gold, a precious metal, is prized for two important characteristics. First of all, gold 

has a lustrous beauty that is resistant to corrosion. Therefore, it is suitable for 

jewelry, coins and ornamental purposes. Gold never needs to be polished and will 

remain beautiful forever. For example, a Macedonian coin remains as untarnished 

today as the day it was minted twenty-three centuries ago. Another important 

characteristic of gold is its usefulness to industry and science. For many years, it has 

been used in hundreds of industrial applications. The most recent use of gold is in 

astronauts‟ suits. Astronauts wear gold-plated heat shields for protection outside 

spaceships. In conclusion, gold is treasured not only for its beauty but also for its 

utility.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 
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In this paragraph above, we should have circled the noun gold appeared seven 

times, the pronoun its appeared three times. (The word it in line 5 refers to coin, not 

to gold, so we should not have circled it).  

There is no fixed rule about how often to repeat key nouns or when to 

substitute pronouns. At the very last, we need to repeat a key noun instead of using a 

pronoun when the meaning is not clear.  

Throughout the following paragraph, the word gold has been replaced by 

pronouns, and making the paragraph much less coherent and cohesive.  

Gold  

Gold, a precious metal, is prized for two important characteristics. First of all, it has a 

lustrous beauty that is resistant to corrosion. Therefore, it is suitable for jewelry, coins and 

ornamental purposes. It never needs to be polished and will remain beautiful forever. For 

example, a Macedonian coin remains as untarnished today as the day it was minted twenty-

three centuries ago. Another of its important characteristic of is its usefulness to industry and 

science. For many years, it has been used in hundreds of industrial applications. Its most 

recent use is in astronauts‟ suits. Astronauts wear heat shields made from it for protection 

outside spaceships. In conclusion, it is treasured not only for its beauty but also for its utility.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

2) Use of Consistent Pronouns  

When we use pronouns instead of key nouns, make sure that we use the same 

person and number throughout our paragraph. Do not change from you to he or she 

(change of person), or from he to they (change of number).  

3) Use of Transition Signals  

Transition signals is like a traffic signs that tell our reader when to go forward, 

turn, slow down or stop. In other words, transition signals tell the reader when we 

have a similar idea (moreover, in addition, furthermore), an opposite idea (in contrast, 
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however), an example (for instance, for example), a result (as a result) and a 

conclusion (in conclusion). Using transition signals appropriately will be as a guide 

that makes our reader easily follow our ideas in writing. In addition, transition signals 

function as cohesive devices to give our paragraph coherence and cohesive. 

Look at these two paragraphs below. Both paragraphs give the same 

information, yet one paragraph is easier to understand than the other because it 

contains transition signals to lead the reader from one idea to the next.  

Paragraph I  

A difference among the world‟s seas and oceans is that the salinity varies in different 

climate zones. The Baltic Sea in Northern Europe is only one fourth as saline as the Red Sea 

in the Middle East. There are reasons for this. In warm climates, water evaporates rapidly. 

The concentration of salt is greater. The surrounding land is dry and does not contribute 

much fresh water to dilute the salty sea water. In cold climate zones, water evaporates slowly. 

The runoff created by melting snow adds a considerable amount of fresh water to dilute the 

saline sea water.  

Paragraph II 

Another difference among the world‟s seas and oceans is that the salinity varies in 

different climate zones. For example, the Baltic Sea in Northern Europe is only one-fourth as 

saline as the Red Sea in the Middle East. There are two reasons for this. First of all, in warm 

climate zones, water evaporates rapidly; therefore, the concentration of salt is greater. 

Second, the surrounding land is dry and, consequently, does not contribute much fresh water 

to dilute the salty sea water. In cold climate zones, on the other hand, water evaporates 

slowly. Furthermore, the runoff created by melting snow adds a considerable amount of fresh 

water to dilute the saline sea water.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

Paragraph II is more coherent and cohesive because it contains transition 

signals that connect every sentence logically. Each transition signal has a special 

meaning. Each shows how the following sentence relates to the preceding one.  

Another tells us that this paragraph is part of a longer essay.  

For example tells us that an example of the preceding idea is coming.  

Two tells us to look for two different reasons.  

First of all tells us that this is the first reason.  
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Second and furthermore indicate that the second statement is a result of the 

first statement.   

On the other hand tells us that an opposite idea is coming.  

 

Obviously, we should not use a transition signal in front of every sentence in a 

paragraph. Using too many transition signals can be just as confusing as using too 

few. However, good writing requires that we use enough transition signals to make 

the relationship among our idea is clear.  

Frankly, transition signals can be categorized into three groups by 

grammatical function. The three groups are sentence connectors (including transition 

phrases and conjunctive adverbs), clause connectors (including coordination 

conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions), and a mixed group called others.  

First is sentence connector. Sentence connector consists of two; they are 

transition phrases and conjunctive adverbs. And we will begin from transition 

phrases. The phrases in this group usually appear at the beginning of sentences. They 

may also appear in the middle (normally following the subject) or at the end of 

sentences. They are always separated from the rest of sentence by commas. Hence, 

these three patterns are possible:  

1. For example, the Baltic Sea in Northern Europe is only one-fourth as saline as the 

Red Sea in the Middle East. 

2. The Baltic Sea in Northern Europe, for example, is only one-fourth as saline as the 

Red Sea in the Middle East. 

3. The Baltic Sea in Northern Europe is only one-fourth as saline as the Red Sea in 

the Middle East, for example.   

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 
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Then, there are conjunctive adverbs after transition phrases. Conjunctive 

adverbs (except too) may also appear at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of 

sentences, and are separated by commas.  

Furthermore, the runoff created by melting snow adds a considerable amount of 

fresh water to dilute the saline‟ sea water.  

The runoff created by melting snow, furthermore, adds a considerable amount of 

fresh water to dilute the saline sea water.  

My parents want me to become an engineer, however.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

Conjunctive adverbs are also often used with a semicolon and a comma to join 

two independent clauses to form a compound sentence. 

In warm climate zones, water evaporates rapidly; therefore, the concentration of salt 

is greater.  

The company‟s sales increased last year; nevertheless, its net profit declined. 

Source: WritingAcademic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

 And most transition phrases may also follow this pattern.  

Many societies in the world are matriarchal; that is, the mother is head of the family.  

Some English words do not have exact equivalents in other languages; for example, 

there is no German word for the adjective fair, as in fair play.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

Besides sentence connector, there is also clause connector which consists of 

coordinating conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions. Coordinating conjunctions 

consists of and, or, but, yet, so. The five coordinating conjunctions (plus two 

additional ones, for and nor) are used with a comma to join two independent clauses 

to form a compound sentences.  

In a matriarchy, the mother is the head of the family, and all of the children belong to 

her clan.  

In warm climate zones, water evaporates rapidly, so the concentration of salt is 

greater.  
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The company‟s sales increased last year, yet its net profit declined.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

Yet and but have similar meanings; they both signal that an opposite idea is 

coming. The word „yet‟ is preferred when the second clause is an unexpected or 

surprising contrast to the first clause. When the two clauses are direct opposites, the 

word „but‟ is preferred. The word „yet‟ is similar in meaning to „nevertheless‟, and 

„but‟ is similar to „however‟.  

After coordinating conjunctions, there is subordinating conjunctions. These 

words (and many others including because, when, and so that) introduce a dependent 

clause, which is joined to an independent clause to form a complex sentence. There 

are two possible positions for the dependent clause:  

If the dependent clause comes before the independent clause, use a comma 

after it.  

Although the company’s sales increased last year, its net profit declined.  

If the independent clause comes first, do not use a comma.  

The company’s net profit declined last year; although its sales increased.  

And the last is mixed groups or called as others. The transition signals in this 

group include adjectives such as additional, prepositions such as in spite of, and 

nouns such as example. There are no special punctuation rules for this group.  

The company’s net profit declined last year in spite of increased sales.  

Despite increased sales, the company’s net profit declined last year. 
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 (The comma is necessary because the prepositional phrase comes before the 

subject of the sentence).  

An additional reason for the company’s bankruptcy was the lack of competent 

management.  

Examples of vocabulary differences between British and American English include 

bonnet/hood, petrol/gasoline, windscreen/windshield, and lorry/truck.  

4) Logical Order  

In addition to using transition signals and repeating key nouns and pronouns, a 

fourth way to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing is to arrange your sentences 

in some kind of logical order. Our choice of one kind of logical order over another 

will, of course, depend on our topic and on our purpose. We may even combine two 

or more different logical orders in the same paragraph. The important point to 

remember is to arrange our ideas in some kind of order that is logical to a reader 

accustomed to the English way of writing.  

Some common kinds of logical order in English are chronological order; 

logical division of ideas and comparison/contrast. Each kind of order has its own 

special words and phrases to show the relationships among the ideas. For example, in 

a piece of writing using chronological of order, we would expect to find a lot of time 

expressions such as first, next, after that, finally, before the last war, after 1990, since 

then, in 2010, while working on project, etc. Then, in a paragraph describing 

differences (contrast), we would find these expressions: the most noticeable 

difference, larger than, unlike, on the other hand, in contrast and differ from. And in 
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a paragraph showing similarities (comparison), we would find these expressions: 

similarity, similarly, as expensive as, just as, just like, compare with, and in 

comparison.  

Logical division of ideas is another common method of organizing ideas to 

give a paragraph coherence and cohesion (Oshima, 1998:51). Ideas are put into 

groups, and each group is discussed one after the other. Transition words such as 

first, second, third introduce each group. Look at this model paragraph used logical 

division of ideas as its logical order.  

Life in Space 

Living aboard a space station in orbit around the Earth for months at a time poses 

problems for astronauts‟ bodies as well as for their minds. One major problem is maintaining 

astronauts‟ physical health. Medical treatment may be days or even weeks away, as there 

may not be a doctor on board. Illnesses such as appendicitis or ulcers, routinely treated on 

Earth, could be fatal in space because of delay in getting to a doctor. Furthermore, surgery 

may be impossible because blood would float around inside the operating room. Another 

health problem is the potential for bone deterioration. In a weightless environment, the body 

produces less calcium. Astronauts must exercise at least three hours a day to prevent bone 

loss. A second major problem is maintaining astronauts‟‟ mental health. Being confined for 

long periods of time in dark and hostile space undoubtedly produces anxiety. Loneliness and 

boredom are other psychological concerns. Finally, how can astronauts “let off steam” when 

interpersonal conflicts develop? It is clear that space-station duty will require astronauts who 

are not only physically but also mentally strong.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

The model paragraph above shows a mind of writer which being discussed 

well. Each group is unified within itself. In other words, every sentence in the 

paragraph is coherent and cohesive.  

The next kinds of logical order are comparison and contrast. Comparison or 

contrast involves analyzing the similarities and differences between two or more 

items. Almost every decision we make involves weighing similarities and differences. 
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Every time we decide which jacket to buy or which apartment to rent, we will 

compare and contrast features and prices. In the business world, employers compare 

job applicants, proposals from different advertising agencies, and employee health 

insurance policies from competing companies. Job applicants compare job offers in 

terms of salary, responsibilities and benefit packages. In college classes, professors 

frequently test students‟ understanding of material by asking them to compare and 

contrast two theories, two methods, two economic policies, two historical periods, or 

two characters in a play or film.  

As with the other kinds of paragraphs, the keys to writing using a 

comparison/contrast model are to put the ideas in some kind of order and to use 

appropriate transition signals. The content of a comparison/contrast paragraph can 

vary. Some paragraphs emphasize similarities while others emphasize differences. 

We can also discuss both similarities and differences in one paragraph if we do not 

have many points to discuss. Read the model paragraph as follows:  

PCs versus Macs 

Paragraph I 

If you are planning to buy a personal computer, you should know some of the basic 

similarities and differences between PCs and Macs. First of all, both PCs and Macs are 

composed of the same elements: a CPU; the electronic circuitry to run the computer; memory 

(hard and/or floppy disk drives) for storing information; input devices such as a keyboard or 

mouse for putting information into the computer; and output devices such as a monitor, 

printer, and audio speakers for conveying information. They also have the same uses: PCs are 

used to communicate on computer networks, to write (with the help of word processing and 

desktop publishing software), to track finances, and to play games. Macs are likewise used to 

communicate, write, calculate and entertain.  

Paragraph II 

There are some differences, however. Whereas you will find more PCs in business 

offices, you will find more Macs in classrooms. Although Macs are the computers of choice 

of people who do a lot of art and graphic design in their work, PCs seem to be the choice of 

people who do a lot of “number crunching”. Finally, there is a difference in the availability of 
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software, vendors and service for the two computers. In general, there is a lot of PC-

compatible software, but relatively little Mac software. Furthermore, for a Mac, you must 

purchase your machine and get service from a Macintosh-authorized dealer, whereas many 

different computer stores sell and service PCs.  

Source: Writing Academic English, Alice Oshima and Ann Hogue:1998 

Both of the paragraph above are using comparison/contrast model of logical 

order. But the first paragraph emphasizes the similarities between PCs and Macs 

while the second paragraph emphasizes the differences between PCs and Macs. 

Those paragraphs convey the similarities and differences obviously. Every sentence 

of its flows smoothly and logic because the writer had decided before about what 

kinds of logical order she/he wants to use in her/his writing. Hence, her/his writing 

becomes coherent and cohesive.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter presents conclusion and suggestion concerning the result of the 

research. Based on the research finding and discussion from chapter IV, the 

researcher gets conclusion as follow:  

A. Conclusions  

Relating to the research findings and discussions in the previous chapter, the 

conclusions are presented in the following statements:  

1. Students in the fourth semester in English Education Department of UIN 

Alauddin Makassar faced a lot of difficulties in maintaining their coherence 

and cohesion in writing process.  

2. Students‟ difficulties in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing 

process mainly because they could not state a clear and accurate main idea 

or topic sentence or their topic sentence was not in the right place, neither 

in the first paragraph nor in the last paragraph. Besides, the students were 

also lack on fulfilling supporting details for their writing. In addition, they 

were also confused about using a proper transition signal in their writing. 

And the last is, they ignored using a proper spelling and punctuation.  

3. Based on the students‟ difficulties, the researcher offered some effective 

ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing process. They were 

namely, using four stages in writing called prewriting, outlining and 
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writing and revising drafts. Besides the four stages previously, coherence 

can be also maintained by organizing our ideas in a clear, logical order 

while cohesion can be maintained by providing transitions between 

sentences, use pronoun reference effectively, repetition of key words and 

ideas, and also parallel structure.  

B. Suggestions 

The result obtained from this research brings a series of following suggestions 

including:  

1. The students should be able to write a coherent paragraph to communicate 

well in writing, i.e. through writing they must be able to express their 

thoughts or opinions to readers. Besides, the students should be able to put 

sentences together in a paragraph by arranging them in logical order. 

Moreover, the flow of information within a paragraph should also be 

logical. The students should use sufficient and appropriate cohesive devices 

to join sentences together that keep the flow of ideas between sentences. It 

will help them to create a coherent paragraph.  

2. The lecturer should be focus on coherence and cohesion problems while 

correcting students‟ writing. Then give the students some effective ways to 

help them in maintaining their coherence and cohesion in writing process.  

3. The students should know how to include the three important parts of the 

paragraph: topic sentence, supporting sentence and concluding sentence. 
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The sentences or ideas in their paragraph should be appropriately and 

logically arranged to keep the flow of ideas.  
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APPENDIX I  

INTERVIEW RESULT BETWEEN THE RESEARCHER AND THE 

STUDENTS 

1
st
 Transcript: The researcher and S1 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties?  

S1 : (inhale) Kesulitan kak?  

R : Yes. Ada kesulitan dalam menulis tulisanmu minggu lalu? 

S1 : Yes, I have some difficulties. Yang pertama itu kak, saya susah 

menulis kalimat pertama dalam tulisanku. Nda tauka menentukan 

idenya, apa yang harus kutulis di paragraf pertama, kedua, dst. Lalu 

ada juga kesulitan pas mau menyelesaikan tulisan, Kak. Susahka 

mencari kalimat untuk bagian conclusionnya. Dan paling utama itu 

kak bingungka bagaimana supaya tulisanku itu berkaitan satu sama 

lain.  

R : Okay, hanya itu? Or is there something else?  

S1 : Cuma ituji, Kak.  

R : So, from your difficulties in writing, menurut kamu kira-kira cara 

yang tepat yang kamu gunakan untuk mengatasi hal tersebut seperti 

apa? Atau cara yang kamu gunakan untuk mempertahankan 

keterkaitan ide dalam satu kalimat dengan kalimat yang lain 

bagaimana?  
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S1 : Talking about my way to solve the problem adalah saya biasanya 

drafting dulu, Kak. Jadi saya menulis di kertas lain berupa tulisan 

awal ji supaya jelaski apa yang mau saya tulis, tidak pusing 

menentukan main idea di setiap paragraf. Dan bisa juga dicorat-coret 

kalau merasaka tidak berkaitan ki dengan kalimat sebelumnya.  

R : (nodded) Okay, thank you.  

 

2
nd

 Transcript: The researcher and S2 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S2 : Yes, I have.  

R : Can you tell me about that?  

S2 : May I speak in Bahasa, Kak? (smile)  

R : Please.  

S2 : Jadi waktu menulis minggu lalu, kesulitan pertama bagi saya itu 

adalah saya sulit dalam menuangkan ide-ide saya, jadi saya harus 

memantapkan ide yang mau saya tulis dulu setelah itu saya juga 

harus menyusun mana yang merupakan informasi umum dan yang 

mana merupakan informasi spesifik. Takutka kalau nanti kalimat 

yang kutulis selanjutnya itu tidak berkaitan dengan kalimat-kalimat 

sebelumnya.  

R : Okay, ada yang lain selain menentukan ide?  
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S2 : Saya rasa vocabulary juga menjadi kesulitan saya, Kak. Vocabulary 

saya kurang jadi dalam menulis kemarin saya benar-benar kesulitan 

ketika ingin merangkai kalimat-kalimatku.  

R : So, do you have some ways to solve your problem above? Or do you 

have some ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in your writing 

process? 

S2 : Ada, Kak. Misalnya saya sebelum menulis itu kalau sudah tahu topik 

atau temanya apa, mulaimka list ki ide-ide yang mau kutulis di setiap 

paragraf tulisanku. Biasanya listing itu kulakukan di kepalaku ji 

hehehe. Setelah jelasmi ide-ide yang mau kutulis, baruka mulai 

menulis. Listing juga memudahkan saya untuk memetakan ide-ide 

per paragraf, Kak. Jadi bisa digunakan untuk terus mempertahankan 

koherensi dan kohesifnya tulisan.  

R : Okay, thank you.  

 

3
rd

 Transcript: The researcher and S3 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S3 : Yes 

R : Can you tell me about that?  

S3 : Okay, the first difficulty is to find the idea though I know that the 

topic you have given to us is about our dream. Sulit bagi saya 
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memulai kalimat pertama untuk paragraf pertama. Then, I also feel 

difficult to membangun parallel structure dalam tulisan saya. Saya 

bingung menentukan tenses apa yang seharusnya saya gunakan. Dan 

yang terakhir adalah saya kesulitan menentukan main idea di setiap 

paragraf dalam tulisan saya.  

R : Is there something else?  

S3 : Only three, Kak.  

R : So, talking about your problems, do you have some ways to solve 

them? Or do you have some ways to maintain coherence and 

cohesion in writing process? 

S3 : Ada tapi cara biasa ji juga seperti kebanyakan orang, Kak. Jadi saya 

sebelum menulis biasanya buat drafting, Kak. Di drafting itu saya 

tulis semua ide-ide yang berkaitan dengan topik/tema. Setelah itu 

baru saya pilih nantinya kalimat atau paragraf mana saja yang 

berkaitan dengan topik, mana yang berkaitan dengan kalimat atau 

paragraf sebelumnya dan mana yang tidak berkaitan sama sekali atau 

out of context, Kak. Kan setelah ditahu mi yang mana berkaitan 

dengan topik, saya bisa dengan mudah menentukan main idea dan 

supporting sentence-nya, Kak. Itu juga membantu untuk menjadikan 

tulisan saya menjadi tulisan yang koheren dan kohesif.  

R : Oh okay, thank you. 
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4
th

 Transcript: The researcher and S4 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S4 : Yes, I have. Jadi yang pertama itu saya sulit mengembangkan idenya, 

Kak. Selain itu, saya juga kesulitan membangun parallel structure 

dan menemukan vocabulary yang tepat untuk digunakan dalam 

tulisan saya. Dan yang terakhir, sulit bagi saya untuk membuat satu 

paragraf dan paragraf lainnya itu berkaitan, berkesinambungan gitu, 

Kak.  

R : Coherent you mean?  

S4 : Yes, sulit membuat tulisan yang koheren, Kak.  

R : Okay, hanya itu saja?  

S4 : Iya, Kak.  

R : So, do you have some ways to solve your problems in writing? Or do 

you have some ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing 

process?  

S4 : Cara, Kak? Kalau cara tertentu tidak ada sih, Kak. Cuma biasanya 

saya sebelum menulis itu butuh waktu beberapa menit untuk betul-

betul memantapkan ide-ide yang mau saya tulis supaya nanti pas 

menulis tidak bingungmka lagi mau ambil atau mau cari ide seperti 

apa. Untuk soal coherence and cohesion, saya biasanya perhatikan 

betul kak tulisanku apakah jelasji main idea sama supporting 
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sentencenya. Kalau jelas main idea sama supporting sentence-nya 

kan jadi connectki satu sama lain toh, Kak.  

R : Okay, thank you. 

 

5
th

 Transcript: The Researcher and S5 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S5 : Mm, yes I have but not about the idea. Karena ide-ide pada saat saya 

menulis itu bisa dengan mudah saya tuangkan dalam tulisan saya. 

Yang jadi kesulitan saya hanyalah soal membangun dan menentukan 

parallel structure dalam tulisan saya.  

R : Okay, kesulitan selain itu tidak ada?  

S5 : Tidak adaji, Kak.  

R : So, do you have some ways to solve your problems in writing? Or do 

you have some ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing 

process? 

S5 : Yes, I have. Actually, before writing saya biasanya membuat 

semacam peta ide, Kak. Jadi di situ saya tulis ide-ide apa yang mau 

saya tuangkan dalam tulisanku nantinya. Setelah saya tulis semua, 

saya pilih nantinya mana yang paling menarik dan paling berkaitan 

dengan topik/tema tulisanku. Jadi nanti per paragraf bisa jelas main 

idea dan supporting sentencenya.  
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R : Seems like mind mapping begitu ya? 

S5 : Iya, Kak.  

R : Okay, thank you.  

 

6
th

 Transcript: The researcher and S6 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S6 : No, I have no difficulties.  

R : Even about your idea, parallel structure or vocabulary?  

S6 : I think my idea is clear enough. Apalagi topiknya sudah jelas kalau 

kita berbicara soal dream. Kalau soal parallel structure, ya saya 

sedikit kesulitan dalam menyamakan parallel structure yang ada 

dalam tulisan saya.  

R : So, do you have some ways to solve your problems in writing? Or do 

you have some ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing 

process? 

S6 : Tidak ada cara khusus sih, Kak. Saya biasanya cuma buat draft dulu 

sebelum betul-betul menulis. Jadi di drafting itu saya menulis, saya 

tuangkan ide-ide saya dan nantinya sebelum saya memindahkan ke 

kertas lain. And about coherence and cohesion, I have read once that 

using transition signals dengan tepat itu bisa membuat tulisan kita 
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selalu koheren dan kohesif. That‟s why I should learn more about 

using transition signals, Kak. 

R : Okay, thank you.  

 

7
th

 Transcript: The researcher and S7 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S7 : Actually, I have.  

R : Can you tell me about it?  

S7 : The first is how to find the idea. I feel difficult to find my idea when 

I write. And the next difficulty is how to arrange the words to be a 

good sentence; I mean bagaimana kalimat yang satu dengan kalimat 

berikutnya itu bisa saling berhubungan, bisa koheren. On the other 

side is saya kesulitan dalam membangun parallel structure dalam 

tulisan saya.  

R : Okay, just that?  

S7 : Yes.  

R : So, do you have some ways to solve your problems in writing? Or do 

you have some ways to maintain coherence and cohesion in writing 

process? 

S7 : Yes, I have. Kalau untuk coherence and cohesion itu before writing, 

saya biasanya listing dan drafting dulu, Kak. Jadi, saya list dulu ide-
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ideku untuk tema tulisan yang akan saya buat. Setelah dilist baru saya 

mulai drafting. Jadi di drafting itu saya buat satu tulisan yang 

memuat ide-ide yang sudah saya list tadi. Setelah itu baru saya 

pindahkan ke kertas lain.  

R : Okay, thank you.  

 

8
th

 Transcript: The researcher and S8 

R : Last week when you wrote your writing about your dream, have you 

met any difficulties? 

S8 : Yes, I have.  

R : Can you tell me about that?   

S8 : So, the biggest difficulty for me is how to develop my ideas. I try to 

concern in my idea and construct a good writing which is coherent 

and cohesive. The other difficulty for me is how to build my parallel 

structure in my writing. As you can see that my writing is little bit 

mess up.  

R : Okay, just that?  

S8 : Yes.  

R : So, do you have some ways to solve your problems in writing?  

S8 : Actually, I have. My writing last week was really mess up because it 

was my first draft. Before writing something, I actually did a drafting 
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in order to help me build a good idea in writing and also help me to 

make my writing coherent.  

R : Okay, thank you.  
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STUDENTS WRITINGS 
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